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B-spline-based multichannelK-matrix method for atomic photoionization
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We present aB-spline-based multichannelK-matrix method following an extension from aB-spline-based
configuration-interaction approach. Theoretical procedures are presented in detail for its application to photo-
ionization from two-electron and divalent~e.g., alkaline-earth! atoms. Numerical examples, including doubly
excited photoionization spectra above theN52 threshold from the He 1s2s 1S metastable state, are also given.

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Fb, 32.80.Dz, 32.80.Gc, 31.25.2v
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I. INTRODUCTION

Using a B-spline-based configuration-interaction~BSCI!
approach for a single continuum@1,2#, Chang and co-
workers examined in detail the effects of mutlielectron int
actions on strongly energy-dependent doubly excited ph
ionization spectra from ground and bound excited states
number of two-electron and light divalent~e.g., alkaline-
earth! atoms@3,4#. The purpose of this paper is to present
extension of the BSCI approach for a single continuum t
B-spline-based multichannelK-matrix ~BSK! approach for
multiple continua. Explicit theoretical procedures for app
cations to photoionization from two-electron or divalent
oms are given in detail. Similar to the BSCI approach,
radial part of the basis functions in the BSK approach is a
set tozeroat the boundary~i.e., atr 5R) to retain the sim-
plicity in the computational algorithm enjoyed by the BS
approach.

The basic theoretical procedures of the BSK appro
closely follow theK-matrix methods detailed earlier by St
race @5# and Moccia and co-workers@6#. In essence, for a
particular ionization channelg, its correspondingincoming-
wave-normalizedchannel wave functionCgE is expressed as
a linear combination of eigenchannels@similar to Eq.~4.54!
of Ref. @5##. Parallel to all other multichannel theoretical a
proaches, the eigenchannel, designated by a channel indG
at a total energyE, is given as a linear combination of
judiciously chosen open-channel wave functionuFgoE&,
which represents theindividaul open channel, i.e.,

uGE&5(
go

uFgoE&UgoG~E!coshG~E!, ~1!

whereUgoG(E) is an orthogonal transformation matrix at a

energyE, and the eigenphase shifthG represents the interac
tions betweenuFgoE&. The eigenphase shifthG and the ma-

trix UgoG(E) are obtained by diagonalizing theon-the-

energy-shell Kmatrix, which will be discussed in detail in
Sec. II. Similar to thenormal modesfor a complex system
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the eigenchannelsare intimately related to the dynamics o
the atomic process, although they do not in general repre
directly the atomic states.

In Sec. II, we present explicitly the theoretical procedu
which extend the single channel BSCI approach to
B-spline-based multichannelK-matrix approach. Although
attempts are made to minimize the formulas that are alre
presented elsewhere in otherK matrix works, some equation
are included at times to ensure that a precise and consi
theoretical procedure is presented. TheK matrix is evaluated
numerically using adiscretizationprocedure similar to the
one employed by Moccia and co-workers@6#. Detailed com-
putational procedures are presented in Sec. III. In Sec.
we demonstrate the effectiveness of the BSK method by
applications to the photoionization from the ground state
He and H2. Also presented are the doubly excited resona
spectra above theN52 threshold following the photoioniza
tion from He 1s2s 1S metastable state.

II. THEORETICAL PROCEDURES

A. Discretized basis set

Similar to the BSCI approach, the basis set employed
the BSK approach consists of a number of two-electroncon-
figuration series ni l i l @1,2#. Eachni l i l series includes a set o
two-electron configurations corresponding to one of the e
trons in a fixedinner orbital ni l i and an outer electron with
orbital angular momentml but variable energy~both nega-
tive and positive! over an entire set of eigenfuntionsxn l of a
one-particle radial equation

hl
e f f~r !xn l~r !5«n lxn l~r !, ~2!

where hl
e f f is an effective one-particle radial Hamiltonian

For a two-electron atom,hl
e f f represents a simple hydrogen

Hamiltonian. For alkaline-earth atoms, thefrozen-core
Hartree-Fock~FCHF! Hamiltonian~including the model po-
tentials! detailed in Ref.@2# remains to be our choice. Fol
lowing the same numerical procedures employed in
BSCI approach, the radial functionxn l is expanded in terms
of a set ofB splinesBi(r ) of total numberNl confined be-
tweenr 50 andr 5R, i.e.,
©2000 The American Physical Society04-1
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x~r !5(
i

CiBi~r !. ~3!

The boundary conditions thatx(r 50)5x(r 5R)50 leads
to a total ofNl22 discretizedbasis functions for eachni l i l
configuration series. For aclosed channel, we have already
learned from our BSCI calculations that such a choice
particularly effective for a numerical computation.

For anopen ionization channel, a choice of radial func-
tions which closely represent the outgoing ionized elect
may lead to a more precise physical interpretation of
atomic process. In the BSK approach, first, we denote e
open channelgo by a configuration seriesnol ol which cor-
responds to an outgoingl electron leaving the inner electro
in a nol o orbital of the residual ion. The hydrogenic an
FCHF orbitals remain our choice as the one-particle ra
function for theinner nol o electron. For the one-particle ra
dial function representing the outer electron, we follow t
BSCI procedure by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix
the total nonrelativistic HamiltonianH, constructed from a
basis includingonly a singlenol ol configuration series. The
outer electron, now denoted bym l , will then be represented
by a one-particle function defined by Eq.~50! of Ref. @2#,
i.e.,

jm l~r !5 (
n

Nl22

Cnol o ,n l
m xn l~r !, ~4!

whereCnol o ,n l
m represents an eigenvector corresponding t

new orbital m l . This new orbital is equivalent to the one
particle orbital generated by Eq.~10! in Ref. @7#, where we
have already demonstrated that it more effectively repres
the orbital of the outer electron in an open channel.

Symbolically, thediscretizedbasis set in the BSK ap
proach corresponding to a configuration series can be
pressed as

ugm&[H (
n

Cnol o ,n l
m unol o ,n l & ~open channel!

uncl c ,m l & ~closed channel!,

~5!

where g is the channl index. In other words, for an op
channel, the basis is constructed from the product ofxnol o
and jm l and for a closed channel the product ofxncl c

and

xm l . The basis are orthogonal between any two configu
tion series, i.e.,

^g8m8ugm&5dg8gdm8m . ~6!

In addition, the basis functions corresponding toopen chan-
nel also satisfy an addition condition

^go8m8uHugom&5dg
o8go

dm8m«gom . ~7!

Asymptotically, at larger, the radial functionjm l , corre-
sponding to an outgoingl electron in an open channelg with
a linear momentumkm5k and an energy«m5k25«, is
given by
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j« l~r ! →
r→R

A sinS k2
p l

2
1

q ln~2kr !

k
1s l

C1dgD , ~8!

whereq is the effective nuclear charge experienced by
outgoing electron,s l

C is the Coulomb phase shift, anddg is
the scattering phase shift due to the short-range interac
The amplitudeA approaches a value ofA2/pk asR→`.

B. Multichannel K-matrix approach

For each energy degenerate open channelgoE, we define
a wave function at an energyE using the basis set given b
Eq. ~5! in the form

uFgoE&5ugoE&1( 8
g

d« P ug«&
^g«u K~E! ugoE&

E2«
, ~9!

where the sum(85((1*) includes the summation over a
discrete components and the integration over the entire c
tinua, andP denotes the principal part of the integral. F
each basis setug8«8&, the condition

^g8«8u H2E uFgoE&50 ~10!

leads to a set of coupled integral equation for theK matrix,
i.e.,

^g8«8u K~E! ugoE&5^g8«8u V~E! ugoE&

1( 8
g

d« P ^g8«8u V~E! ug«&

3
^g«u K~E! ugoE&

E2«
. ~11!

The energy-dependentV matrix, given by

^g8«8u V ug«&[^g8«8u H2E ug«&2~«2E!dg8gd~«2«8!,
~12!

can be evaluated with the same numerical procedure
ployed in the BSCI calculation. The open-channel wa
functions defined by Eq.~9! satisfy the sameorthogonality
condition obtained in theK-matrix approach by Moccia and
co-workers@6#, i.e.,

^Fg8E8uFgE&5d~E82E!Fdg8g1p2(
g9

^g9EuK~E!ug8E&

3^g9Eu K~E! ugE&G . ~13!

C. Eigenchannels

Following the same procedure employed by Starace@5#,
the eigenstateuGE& of the eigenchannelG at an energyE
may be expressed as a linear combination of the op
channel wave functions according to Eq.~1!. It can be shown
readily that the eigenstateuGE& satisfies the usualorthonor-
mality relation
4-2
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^G8E8uGE&5dG8Gd~E82E! ~14!

if the transformation matrixUgoG(E) and the eigenphas

shift hG are obtained by diagonalizing theon the energy
shell K matrix, i.e.,

(
g

^goEuK~E!ugE&UgG52p21tanhGUgoG . ~15!

Similar to the increase of the scattering phase shift by a va
of p across a resonance embedded in a single continu
Hazi @9# simplified a more general expression derived
Macek @8#, and showed that the sum of the eigenphase s
over all eigenchannels, i.e.,

h tot5( hg , ~16!

also increases by a total ofp as the energy increases acro
an isolated resonance. As a result, the total width of a re
nance can be calculated readily from the energy variation
h tot .

To calculate the partial and total photoionization cro
sections, we shall first proceed to construct a state w
function ugE 2&, which satisfies the energy normalizatio
according to

^g8E82ugE2&5dg8gd~E82E! ~17!

for each of the ionization channel. From Eq.~14!, it can be
shown immediately that the normalization condition@Eq.
~16!# is satisfied if

ugE2&5(
G

uGE&CGg, ~18!

where CGg5e2 ihGŨGge2 idg. The interchannel interaction
between all open channels are included in the state func
ugE 2& in terms ofUgoG andhG . The channel function

CgE~rW1sW1 , . . . ,rWNsWN![^rW1sW1 , . . . ,rWNsWNugE2& ~19!

contains outgoing spherical waves only in channelg, and its
asymptotic form is identical to Eq.~4.56! in Ref. @5#.

D. Photoionization cross sections

The total photoionization cross section is given by t
sum of the partial cross sections over all open channels,

s tot5(
g

sg . ~20!

The partial cross section in unit ofa0
2 for each open channe

g is given by

sg54p2a f gI , ~21!

where
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(L)~E!5

DE

3gI
(

all M8s
U^C I u( rW i ugE2&U2

~22!

and

f gI
(V)~E!5

4

3gI~DE! (
all M8s

U^C I u( ¹W i ugE2&U2

~23!

are theeffectiveoscillator strengths corresponding tolength
andvelocityapproximations, respectively. The excitation e
ergyDE5E2EI is given in Ry units and the degeneracy
the intial stateI is given by gI5(2SI11)(2LI11). The
wave functionuC I& for the initial stateI is calculated using
the BSCI procedure.

III. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

A. Discretized K matrix

The second term on the right-hand side of thecoupled
integral equationfor the K matrix given by Eq.~11! can be
reduced into a single discretized termK (1) if g represents a
closed channel, i.e.,

K (1)5(
g

(
I g

^g8«8uV~E!ug« I g
&
^g« I g

uK~E!ugoE&

E2« I g

,

~24!

where I g in Eq. ~24! is the index for the discrete basis i
channelg . If g represents anopenchannel, a contribution
from a second discretized termK (2),

K (2)5(
g

(
i

PE
« i

« i 11
d«^g8«8uV~E!ug«&

^g«uK~E!ugoE&
E2«

,

~25!

should be added. Theprincipal part of the integral in Eq.
~25! is evaluated only whenE lies within the i th energy
intervals between« i and« i 11 for the openchannelg.

Alternatively, the termK (1) can be expressed as a matr
element of a product of three maticiesV(E), X(E), and
K(E), i.e.,

K (1)5^g8«8uV~E!X~E!K~E!ugoE&, ~26!

where

^g8«n8uX~E!ug«n&5dgg8dnn8

1

E2«n
. ~27!

More elaborate procedures are required to evaluate
principal value intergration inK (2). We will follow a proce-
dure similar to the one employed by Moccia and co-work
@6#. Instead of starting from the usual Lagrange interpolati
the value of a functionf at x may be interpolated using a
alternative expression in terms of a polynomial

f ~x!5 (
m851

N S (
m

amm8 f ~xm! D xm821, ~28!
4-3
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wherem andm8 are indices for a set ofN grid points, and the
expansion coefficientsamm8 are functions of the grid points
The matriceŝ g8«8uV(E)ug«& and ^g«uK(E)ugoE& in Eq.
~25! can be approximated as

(
m851

N S (
m

amm8^g8«8uV~E!ug«m& D «m821 ~29!

and

(
n851

N S (
n

ann8^g«nuK~E!ugoE& D «n821, ~30!

respectively. Similar to the expression given in Eq.~26! for
K (1), we can now express the termK (2) as a matrix elemen
of a product of three maticies,V(E), Y(E), andK(E), i.e.,

K (2)5^g8«8uV~E!Y~E!K~E!ugoE&, ~31!

where

^g8«muY~E!ug«n&5dgg8(
i

Ymn
( i ) ~32!

and

Ymn
( i ) 5 (

m8,n851

N

am m8an n8E
« i

« i 11
d«P «m81n822

E2«
. ~33!

From Eqs.~24!–~26! and~31!, the coupled intergral equa
tions for theK matrix shown in Eq.~11! can now be written
as a set of equations in terms of adiscretized Kmatrix
Kd(E),

^g8«8u@12V~E!P~E!#Kd~E!ugoE&5^g8«8uV~E!ugoE&,
~34!

whereP(E) is a square matrix given by

P~E!5X~E!1Y~E!. ~35!

Most of the off-diagonal elements of theP(E) matrix equal
zero, and its near diagonal structure was discussed in d
by Moccia and co-workers@6#. Finally, the K matrix, in
terms ofKd, is evaluated numerically from

Kd~E!5
1

@12V~E!P~E!#
V~E!. ~36!

B. Transition amplitude

For a two-electron atom or an alkaline-earth atom, sim
to the the BSCI approach, Eqs.~22! and~23! can be written
in a form which can be evaluated more conveniently afte
straightforward application of the angular momentum al
bra, i.e.,

f goI
(L) ~E!5dSgo

SI

~2Lgo
11!

3
D EuTgoI

(L) ~E!u2 ~37!
06270
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(V)~E!5dSgo

SI

4~2Lgo
11!

3D E
uTgoI

(V)~E!u2. ~38!

The total transition amplitudeTgI is given by

TgI~E!5(
Ggo

tgoI ~E!UgoG~E!coshG~E!CGg~E!, ~39!

where

tgoI5FgoE,I1 (
n8,gn

Fgn8,I^gn8uPugn&^gnuKugoE&.

~40!

The same expression given by Eq.~43! in Ref. @2# can then
be applied to evaluate the transition matrixFgn,I .

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 1 presents the partial photodetachment cross
tions from the ground state of H2 into the 2s«p, 2p«s, and
2p«d channels near the resonance below theN53 threshold
of H. The partial photodetachment cross sections into
1s«p ionization channel shown in Fig. 2 are similar in ma
nitude to those into the individualN52 ionization channels.
The totalN52 partial cross sections and the total H2 pho-
todetachment cross sections are also shown in Fig. 2.
calculated spectrum is in close agreement with the ea
experimental and theoretical results~e.g., see Refs.@10,11# !.
Our calculated width of 2.4131023 Ry is also in close

FIG. 1. Partial photodetachment cross sections near theN53
threshold of H from the H2 ground state.
4-4
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agreement with earlier experimental and theoretical res
@10–13#. The agreement between our length and velocity
sults are very good as shown.

As a second test, we have applied the BSK approac
the He photoionization above theN52 threshold. Our cal-

FIG. 3. Partial photoionization cross sections converging to
N53 threshold of He1 from the He ground state.

FIG. 2. Partial and total photodetachment cross sections nea
N53 threshold of H from the H2 ground state.
06270
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culated partial photoionization cross sections into the 2s«p,
2p«s, and 2p«d ionization channels are shown in Fig.~3!.
Again, our results~including the partial cross sections int
the 1s«p ionization channel not shown here! are in close
agreement with the earlier results by Moccia and co-work
@6# and Zhou and Lin@14#. The calculated spectrum als
agree well with the observed spectra@15,16#. The widths of
the resonances are determined from the energy variatio
the sum of the eigenphase shifts as discussed in Sec. II C
Table I, we compare our calculated widths for a few selec
resonances with the earlier theorectical results by Moc
co-workers@6# and the complex rotational calculation by H
@17#. The agreement is in general very good. More detal
reviews of He photoionization above theN52 threshold
were already given in Refs.@6# and @14#.

TABLE I. Comparison of the widths~in a@m#5a310m eV!
from the BSK calculation for a few selected resonances converg
to the N53 threshold of He1 with theoretical data from Moccia
and co-workers@6# and the complex rotational method of Ho@17#.
The resonances are labeled according to the notation introduce
Lin @18#.

State Present Ref.@17# Ref. @6#

13
1 1.96@21# 1.80@21# 1.84@21#

24
2 9.30@24# 9.28@24# 8.75@24#

213
1 3.76@22# 3.97@22# 3.74@22#

14
1 7.97@22# 7.89@22# 8.18@22#

04
2 6.60@24# 6.16@24# 5.84@24#

25
2 5.58@24# 5.90@24# 5.95@24#

214
1 1.31@22# 1.41@22# 1.82@22#

15
1 3.16@22# 3.53@22# 2.91@22#

05
2 2.95@24# 2.91@24# 2.75@24#

e
FIG. 4. Comparison of doubly excited spectra converging to

N53 threshold of He1 between photoionization from the 1s2s 1S
metastable state and 1s2 1S ground states.

he
4-5
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The main difficuty for a detailed comparison of the na
row resonances between the experiment and theory is du
thewindowlikenature of the spectrum. The cross sections
the vicinity of the resonances are also relatively small due
the simultaneous excitation of two electrons. In spite of
substantial recent advancement in vacum ultraviolet li
source, the energy resolution is not sufficient to resolve m
of the narrow structures which are barely visible in the c
culated spectra. As we, and a few others, have suggeste
recent years, an alternative and perhaps more precise ch
terization of the doubly excited resonances may be obta
using spectra from the bound excited states@1,14,19,20#. A
new experimental technique has indeed been develope
measure the photoionization from bound excited states w
success. In fact, one of our recent works on photoioniza
from bound excited states to nonresonant region@21# has
already been confirmed by such an experiment@22#.

Similar to the R-matrix or close-coupling approac
@23,24#, one of the key advantages enjoyed by aB-spline-
based calculational approach, when it is applied to ato

FIG. 5. Partial photoionization cross sections converging to
N53 threshold of He1 from the He 1s2s 1S metastable state.
d
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photoionization, is its ability to extend to photoionizatio
from bound excited states with little additional effort. As
by-product of our ground-state calculation, we have carr
out a four-channel photoionization calculation between
N52 and 3 thresholds of He1 from the 1s2s 1S metastable
state. Figure 4 compares the totalN52 cross sections from
the 1s2s 1S state to the ones from the He ground sta
Clearly, the resonance profiles for the narrow resonances
far more prominent than those seen in the ground-state s
trum. The substantially larger cross sections from the me
stable state should also help the experimental measurem
Detailed partial photoionization cross sections are prese
in Fig. 5. Unlike photoionization from the ground state, t
partial cross sections going into theN52 channels are sub
stantially larger than the one going into theN51 channel.
We also note that some of the resonancs which have b
identified theoretically are difficult to resolve in the phot
ionization spectrum. One such example is the two neighb
ing 214

1 and 15
1 resonances. Only on an enlarged scale a

only in the 2p«d spectrum shown in Fig. 6 can these tw
resonances be separated. Our results also confirm qua
tively the earlierhyperspherical close-couplingresults by
Zhou and Lin@14#.

In conclusion, we have presented a detailed theoret
procedure using the BSK approach for atomic photoioni
tion from two-electron and divalent~e.g., alkaline-earth! at-
oms. We have also demonstrated its effectiveness as a v
quantitative approach. Finally, it is hoped that our theoreti
result for the photoionization from excited state may lead
new experimental advancement.
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